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Entities Overview
Entities
Entities in a Master Data Services model act as containers for sets of members. These members
can be master data members as well as attribute value sets. For example, the Product entity could
contain all product members and a Color entity could be defined to contain a list of all color
values. The Product entity could then have a Color domain-based attribute linked to the Color
entity.

Several entities can be connected (through attribute associations) to produce a level-based
hierarchy. For example, Product can have a Style attribute linked to the Style entity; the Style
entity could have a Color attribute linked to the Color entity and so on. These attributes are
“domain-based attributes” and will be further described later in this chapter, along with other
attribute types. Linking multiple entities via domain-based attributes is a key factor to optimal
model design.
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Entity facts:


Entities contain members



Entities have at least two standard attributes: Name and Code



Entities may have one or more explicit hierarchies and collections



Entities may have user-defined attributes



Entities are used to define a domain of possible attribute values when linked to other
entities in domain-based attributes.
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Members
There are three types of members in a Master Data Services model:


Leaf members



Consolidated members



Collection members

Leaf-level and consolidated members support an explicit hierarchical data structure in Master
Data Services. In order to understand what the relationships are and how they are created by
members, you must first understand leaf-level ( ) and consolidated members (
).

Leaf Members
Leaf-level members are defined in Master Data Services as members that have no children
members belonging to them in the hierarchy. Child or children is the term used for member(s)
directly beneath a parent member in a hierarchy. Leaf-level members cannot be parents. They
represent the lowest level, or leaves, in the hierarchy tree structure.

Leaf members
of the Product
model.

In an explicit hierarchy, leaf-level members are not necessarily the same level of depth in the
hierarchy (e.g., in the example above both levels 3 and 4 contain leaf members).

The key is that leaf members are not parents and cannot have children.
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Consolidated Members

Consolidated members are defined in Master Data Services as parents of any leaf member or
other consolidated members. These members can be placed anywhere in the hierarchy tree
structure. Consolidated members can take the role of a “child” as well as a “parent.”

Consolidated members, when collapsed, display a to the left. The figure below shows how
consolidated members might appear in Master Data Services.

Consolidated
members of the
Product model.

In the above example, “Mountain Bikes and Accessories” and “Womens Mountain Bikes” are
both children of Premium Labels; however, they both have children of their own.

The sign indicates a consolidated member; when clicked it expands to show its children. Note
that not all consolidated members will have children assigned.
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Master Data Services follows the best practice of having distinct definitions of attributes for leaf
and consolidated members. It is possible to define both member types as having the exact same
attributes, though it is very unlikely. Usually leaf members have far more attributes than
consolidated members.
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Members Summary
Members can be viewed in Hierarchy Explorer or Entity Explorer. In Hierarchy Explorer all
members consolidate into a fictitious “Root” node, and the parent-child relationships among
members are represented by the hierarchical display.

This screen shows
members of the
Product model in the
Hierarchy Explorer.

Each member has a Name and Code. Code is mandatory and must be unique across all types of
members in an entity. Aside from having a code and name, members have associated attributes.

The Name is not
required, but is
typically used in a
subscribing system as
an alias or description.

The Code is a unique
and often numeric or
an alpha/numeric value.
It is required for every member. Code should be a humanrecognizable key or "business key" (like a product's part number).

The graphic above displays attributes associated with leaf members. Leaf members will typically
have more attributes than consolidated members because leaf members are the elements that
store the data for the model. Custom attributes will always be displayed after the Name and Code
in a tabular format in the Hierarchy Explorer and Entity Explorer.
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Attributes Overview
Attributes

Attributes are associated with entities, and attribute values are associated with members. For
example, all members of the Product entity have the attribute Color, while an individual member
(e.g., a bike product) may have the attribute value Blue. Attributes can be free-form, file or
domain-based and can be assigned to consolidated, leaf-level and collection members.

Domain-based
attributes shown in
blue to indicate these
are entities in their own
right.

Free-form attributes
shown in grey.
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Domain-based Attributes

Domain-based attributes have a pre-defined list of values.
Color attribute assigned
to Products. As a
domain-based attribute,
the possible color values
are pre-determined.
Note: Color is an entity
itself with the colors
(Black, Blue, Grey, etc.)
as entity members.

Double-click to select
attribute values from the
drop-down list.
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Free-form Attributes

Free-form attributes allow entry of free-form text, numeric or date values. A data type is set to
specify format and behavior.

Business rules may be added to enforce specific patterns, uniqueness, or other consistency
checks. Business rules will be covered in subsequent chapters.

Double-click in a cell to
select/edit a free-form attribute.
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File Attributes

File attributes store file objects such as pictures, pdf files, documents, etc. File objects can be
easily uploaded and viewed by users, based on their security assignments, in both the member
grid and the Edit Member screen. When a file attribute is created, the administrator is able to
specify a single file format permissible for upload (i.e., only allowing for .xls or .pdf files), or
can allow for the storage of any file type. A folder image
will display in the member grid
column when a file attribute is attached.
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Attribute Groups
An administrator has the option of defining attribute groups which group and arrange related
attributes together. Attribute groups support performance and usability by limiting the number of
attribute columns displayed at one time. Users click on tabs in Explorer to select and display an
attribute group. If attribute groups have not been defined for the user, one tab will appear labeled
“All Attributes.”
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Member Grid
The member grid in the Entity Explorer and Hierarchy Explorer displays all the members and
attributes of the selected entity. There are three columns to the left of the member Name column
as shown in the image below.
1
2
3

1. This column allows you to multi-select rows. Checking multiple rows allows you to
simultaneously make the same change across those selected rows. If you do not have
permission to edit a specific member, a lock symbol will display in this column.

2. This column displays the action menu; providing the option to Edit, Delete, View
Transactions or Annotate a Member. Editing can also be done directly by clicking in the
desired field on the grid.

3. This column displays the business rule validation status for each individual member in
the grid.
Awaiting business rule validation
Failed business rule validation
Business rule validated
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Master Data Services Explorer

Important Buttons
Become familiar with the following buttons found throughout Master Data Services.
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Walk-through: Explorer Settings
Sorting Member Data by Attribute
The member grid is available in both the Entity Explorer and Hierarchy Explorer. To sort
member data by attribute, click on any attribute column heading to sort the list by that attribute.

You can switch between sorting by ascending order (A-Z, 1-10) and descending order (Z-A, 101). The black arrow icon in the column heading indicates both the direction of the sort
(ascending or descending) and the column used for sorting.
Click attribute column heading to sort.

Custom Explorer Settings
Leaf/Consolidated Option
The Leaf or Consolidated option controls the type of member that is displayed in the member
grid. Consolidated members serve as parents in explicit hierarchies. Leaf members are standard
entity members and are the lowest level in an explicit hierarchy.

Display Values
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Domain-based attributes can be displayed by code only or name and code. There are three
options: Code, Code {Name} or Name {Code}.

Editing or Deleting Members
To edit or delete members in the member grid, click on the action menu in the second column on
the left side of the member grid. Clicking on the action menu provides the options to Edit,
Delete, View Transactions, or Annotate the Member.
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Filter Members by Attribute
The Filter Criteria pane above the member grid (available in both the Entity Explorer and
Hierarchy Explorer) can be used to isolate specific members from a long member set. For
example, in the image below, the Color attribute is filtered to only display leaf products that are
the color Black. Although the member list is filtered, all actions within the member grid are still
available (e.g., multiple selection and mass change via checkboxes, validate business rules, edit
domain-based, free-form or file attributes, etc.).

To filter members, within the Filter Criteria pane double-click within the Attribute column to
select the desired attribute for filtering. Once the attribute is selected, double-click within the
Operator column to set the desired filter operation.
The Similarity Level field applies to the Matches operator only and controls fuzzy match
sensitivity; it ranges from 0 (= anything matches) to 1 (= exact matches).
Finally, double-click the Criteria field to define the desired attribute value for filtering.
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When defining filters, the filter action does not take effect until the “Apply filter” button is
selected. Use the “Add filter row” button to further define the filtering criteria before applying
the filter. This will keep the screen from refreshing each time a layer is applied to the filter.

Apply filter once all desired criteria is defined
Allows for many additions to the filter at one time without constantly
re-applying them to the member rows. Saves time and network traffic.
Add filter rows in order to further isolate result set
Multiple filter rows are applied with an implied AND operator.
Delete selected filter row
Highlight a filter row and delete it from the result criteria.
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Walk-through: Assigning Attribute Values

Within the Product Model, expand the Product Management explicit hierarchy by opening the
Accessories category, and then expanding the Component Parts subcategory. Click on
Component Parts to show its children in the member grid on the right side of the screen.
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Assigning a Domain-based Attribute Value
Scenario | Change the color of product “LL Mountain Front Wheel” from black to grey.

By selecting Component Parts in the Product Management hierarchy, its children appear in the
member grid. Select the “Packaging” attribute group to find the attribute “Color.” Find the
product LL Mountain Front Wheel (try filtering if you have a hard time finding it). Double-click
on the Color field for the member. A drop-down menu of colors appears. Select GRY to set the
color to grey.

If a limit has been set for the number of attributes listed, a pop-up search window will appear to
facilitate finding a specific attribute value

Assigning a Free-form Attribute Value
To assign a free-form attribute, double-click in a free-form attribute field and enter a value. Click
anywhere outside of the field for the change to take effect.
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Assigning a File Attribute Value
To assign a file attribute, double-click in the attribute field and select Upload from the menu.

From the Upload dialog screen, click Browse to find and select the desired file to upload. Click
Open to upload the file. When setting up a file attribute, an administrator can limit the file
extensions valid for upload (e.g., .JPG, .XLS, .DOC, .PPT, etc.). This is a good practice that
helps to maintain control of what is uploaded.
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Walk-through: Mass Attribute Value Change
You can select multiple members for mass changes to the same attribute value.

Scenario | AdventureWorks is changing the color of all road bikes that are size 48cm. The new
color should be set as Silver.

This action can be achieved through either the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer. In the
example below, the Product entity is selected from the Entities drop-down menu.

To find the appropriate road bikes, use the filtering capability – try multiple filters to restrict
member rows to a very select subset.

The initial filter (Name is like %Road%) brings back road bikes, as well as other products with
“road” in the name. The Size filter (Size is equal to 48) restricts the member set further, but there
are still other products in the list. Finally, another Name filter (Name is not like %Frame%) can
be used to exclude unwanted product names.
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Once the desired members are isolated, click on the “X” in the upper left box of the member grid
to select all members in the grid. Note that multi-selecting members to drive mass changes
ONLY applies the update to members displayed in the active grid (change paging to increase or
decrease the number of members available for mass updates).

Multi-select

Paging
Double-click inside the color attribute column of any selected member and choose “SVR”
(Silver) from the drop-down menu. Click anywhere outside of the cell, and the mass update is
applied to all selected members.

You can select as many, or as few, members as you want when changing multiple attribute
values.

Tip:

Use the X to select all members and then deselect to save time if only one or two
members need to remain unaffected by a change.
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Walk-through: Adding and Deleting Members
Adding a Leaf Member
Scenario | AdventureWorks is adding a new product “Long Tube” with code 103 to the
Component Parts subcategory, under the Accessories category.

Leaf members may be added through either the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer. Select the
Product entity from the Entities drop-down menu.

To add a leaf member, make sure the Leaf radio button is selected.

Click the Add member

button to add a leaf member.

Assign the appropriate information to create the new member. Add Name “Long Tube” and
Code “103.”

To place the product into an explicit hierarchy, select the Find parent node
icon (it‟s a good
practice to add new members to mandatory hierarchies at this point to save time correcting later).
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Expand the hierarchy to locate the desired parent. Click on the parent to select it.

Select Save
from the Add Product (Leaf) screen to save all updates and proceed to
update/assign attributes for the new member.

Select the desired attribute group(s) for update (if using attribute groups). Select Edit
assign attributes to the selected group.

to

Save changes and repeat the edit/update/save process to assign values to attributes within other
attribute groups.
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Notice that business rules are evaluated as soon as a member is created. Validation issues are
displayed at the bottom of the Edit Member screen, allowing you to immediately correct new
members (as long as access permission is granted).

Use the Back
button after saving to return to Explorer. The new product Long Tube is now
visible in the product list. Make sure no filters are still applied to the Filter Criteria pane. If there
are validation issues (denoted by the red exclamation point ), you may want to edit these
members to remove the issues.
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Deleting a Member
Members can be deleted from either the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer. Use the Entity
Explorer by selecting the Product entity from the Entities drop-down menu.

Decide if you want to delete one member or multiple members. Checking the box to the left of
the members will allow you to select multiple members.

Once you have checked which members to delete, click the Delete selected members
button. (Members can also be deleted by selecting Delete member from the action menu in the
grid.)

A “deleted” member is actually not deleted, but deactivated (and its unique code is
Note: free for use again). This transaction can be reversed in the Review Transactions
screen.
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Student Exercises
Exercise 1: Sort Member Data by Attribute
This task can be performed from the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer.

Sort member data by clicking on the column heading for an attribute in the member grid.

For example, if you want to sort by the Name attribute of all members, click on the Name
column heading. You can switch between sorting by ascending order (A-Z, 1-10), as shown
below…

…and descending order (Z-A, 10-1), by clicking on the column heading again.

The black arrow icon in the column heading indicates both the direction of the sort (ascending or
descending) and the column used for sorting.
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Exercise 2: Custom Explorer Settings
Leaf/Consolidated Option
This task can be performed from the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer.

The Leaf or Consolidated option controls the type of member that is displayed in the member
grid. Consolidated members are parents of leaf-level members or other consolidated members.
Leaf-level members are members that have no children.

Select the Leaf and then the Consolidated options to view how the member data changes in the
member grid.

Within a hierarchy, a consolidated member could have both consolidated and leaf members as
children. In the Hierarchy Explorer, selecting the Leaf or Consolidated radio button determines
which member type is displayed in the member grid adjacent to the hierarchy.

Display Values
This task can be performed from the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer.

Domain-based attributes can be displayed by code only or name and code. There are three
options: Code, Code {Name} or Name {Code}. Click the options to see how data is displayed in
the member grid for each. Note that the Display radio buttons are only present when domainbased attributes are displayed in the member grid.
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Editing or Deleting Members
This task can be performed from the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer.

To edit or delete members, click on the action menu on the left side of the member grid. Clicking
on the action menu provides the options to Edit, Delete, View Transactions, or Annotate the
Member.
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Exercise 3: Filter Members by Attribute
Scenario | Filter on all Black Mountain Bikes.
1. In Hierarchy Explorer, select the Category hierarchy.
2. Expand Retail > Bikes > Mountain Bikes.
3. Select Mountain Bikes in the hierarchy (to display member data in the member grid).

4. All the leaf-level members of Mountain Bikes will appear in the member grid section of
the screen.
5. To filter through this list of members, use the Filter Criteria pane in the top right of the
screen (above the member grid). Double click under the Attribute column to select an
attribute for filtering. Select Color from the Attribute drop-down menu.

6. Double click under the Operator column and select “Is equal to” (default selection).
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7. Double click under the Criteria column and select BLK for Black.

8. Click the Apply Filter button.

Tip:

The Apply Filter button must be clicked to activate the filter criteria.

RESULTS
This is what you will see once the attribute has been filtered. Only members that have the „BLK‟
color attribute are showing. You can filter on as many attributes as are necessary in order to
isolate specific members.
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To add a filter row for more complex filtering criteria, click the Add filter row button.

To clear a filter row, select the filter row and click the Delete selected filter row button.

Once a filtered list has been created, you can click the Export to Excel
an off-line copy of the data in Excel.
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button to work with
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Exercise 4: Assigning Attribute Values
Assigning a Domain-based Attribute
Scenario | Change the color of product “LL Mountain Front Wheel” from black to grey.
1. In the Hierarchy Explorer, expand the Product Management hierarchy to show the leaflevel members of Component Parts (Accessories > Component Parts, select Component
Parts).
Tip:

The search box above the hierarchy tree is a quick way to navigate to a specific
hierarchy member. Remember to use %wildcards% when searching if you don‟t
know the exact name or code.

2. On the right side of the screen, select the Packaging attribute group and find the attribute
Color.
3. Double-click on the Color field of the LL Mountain Front Wheel. A drop-down menu of
colors will appear.
4. Click on GRY. The new domain-based attribute has been assigned.

An administrator can set a limit on the number of attributes listed in a drop-down
Note: menu. If there are more attributes than the limit, a pop-up search window will
appear to facilitate finding a specific attribute value.
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Assigning a Free-form Attribute
Scenario | Change the Safety Stock Level of product “LL Mountain Front Wheel” to 275.

1. In the Hierarchy Explorer, expand the Product Management hierarchy to show the leaflevel members of Component Parts (Accessories > Component Parts, select Component
Parts).
2. On the right side of the screen, select the Supply Chain attribute group and find the
attribute SafetyStockLevel.
3. To assign a free-form attribute, double-click in the attribute assignment field of a freeform attribute and enter a value. Enter a Safety Stock Level of 275.

If a member was valid, changing an attribute in the grid will show that business
Note: rules need to be re-applied to ensure the member is still valid. Use the Apply
Business Rules button to reevaluate.
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Exercise 5: Mass Attribute Value Change
Scenario | AdventureWorks is changing the color of all road bikes that are size 48cm to color
Silver (SVR).

1. Select the entity Product from the Entities drop-down menu in the navigation menu bar
located at the top of the Explorer screen.
2. Filter the table so that the only items showing are Road Bikes that are size 48.

Tip:

Multiple filters may be helpful to prune the list to the desired result set. Use the Add
filter row button to add multiple filter criteria. Once all filter rows are defined, click
the Apply filter button. Using the “Is like” and “Is not like” filters are helpful if
similar names result from a generic wildcard search.

3. Once the filters are applied and the member data results are set, click on the “X” in the
upper left box in the data grid to select all members.
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4. Double-click inside the color attribute column of any checked member and select SVR
from the drop-down menu.

RESULTS
All of the color values change from their previous value to SVR.

You can select as many, or as few, members as desired when changing multiple
Note: attribute values. Just be sure to check the member count to ensure that all members
you want to update are included on the current page.
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Exercise 6: Add a Leaf Member
Scenario | AdventureWorks is adding a new product to their line of Component Parts. Add
“Long Tube” with code 103 to the product list and be sure to assign it to the appropriate place
in the Product Management hierarchy.

This task can be performed from the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer. The steps to add a
leaf member are similar to those required to add a consolidated member.

1. From the Explorer screen, select the entity Product from the Entities drop-down menu in
the navigation menu bar.
2. Make sure that the leaf radio button is selected on the left side of the screen.

3. Click the Add Member

button.

4. Assign a name and code (code is the only value that is mandatory in order to create a
member). In this case, name the product Long Tube with a code of 103.

5. Assign the product to the explicit hierarchy Product Management under the Component
Parts subcategory. The member can also be assigned to other explicit hierarchies at this
time. Once the new member has been assigned to the desired hierarchies, save the new
member.
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6. Attributes can be manually edited from this screen by clicking the Edit

7. Save your work

and click the Back

button.

button to return to the Explorer.

8. If your new Long Tube product is not visible, check the filter (you may need to delete a
few filter rows).

RESULTS

Tip:

Validation

issues? You may want to edit these members to remove the issues.
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Exercise 7: Deleting a Member
This task can be performed from the Entity Explorer or Hierarchy Explorer.

1. From the Explorer screen, select the entity Product from the Entities drop-down menu in
the navigation menu bar.
2. Decide if you want to delete one member or multiple members. Checking the box to the
left of the members will allow you to select multiple members.

3. Once you have checked which members you want to delete, click the Delete selected
members

Tip:

button.

Members can also be deleted by selecting Delete member from the action menu.

A “deleted” member is actually not deleted, but deactivated (and its unique code is
Note: free for use again). This transaction can be reversed in the Review Transactions
screen.
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Recap
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